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ABSTRACT
This thesis investigates lexical variation between three dialects of French in various
stages of language death. Those dialects are Pedagogical French, an international language,
Cajun French, an obsolescing language, and Mississippi Gulf Coast French, an extinct language.
In order to determine the degree of variation, thirty-two lexical items or phrases that display
variance with Pedagogical French are selected from Mississippi Gulf Coast French. They are
then compared with counterparts in Pedagogical French and Cajun French to determine the
amount of variance between dialects.
I hypothesized that there is a larger degree of variation between the Gulf Coast dialects
and Pedagogical French than between the Gulf Coast dialects themselves. This proved not to be
the case. While Mississippi Gulf Coast French does display more similarities with Cajun French
than Pedagogical French based on the biased sample, Cajun French demonstrates more
similarities with Pedagogical French than with Mississippi Gulf Coast French. This, coupled
with the large number of English loan words that has made their way into the Mississippi Gulf
Coast French lexicon, leads to the conclusion that Mississippi Gulf Coast French has undergone
significant language change during its last years. Due to the declining number of speakers, and
the fact that those final speakers were bilingual, English heavily influenced Mississippi Gulf
Coast French in its final years of use. As this did not occur with Cajun French, it remained closer
to Pedagogical French.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
This thesis intends to discuss lexical variation as a part of dialectology and language
obsolescence. Specifically, it will investigate this variation between a strong, fully living dialect
(Pedagogical French), an obsolescing dialect (Cajun French), and a dialect that has already gone
through the final stages of language death (Mississippi Gulf Coast French). In this instance,
Pedagogical French is used to define French as seen in a French dictionary, outside of the control
of the Académie Française. While the definition of Pedagogical French will be very narrow and
exclude slang, it will provide a basis of comparison for the two American dialects of the French
language. It will also provide a means of demonstrating how significantly these dialects have
changed since being introduced to America.
The topic of lexical variation between dialects has, of course, been investigated in the
past, but it primarily done through the lens of 'how does the dialect vary from the Standard?'
While this thesis does intend to make this comparison, the focus will be on the two dialects:
whether or not there is significant variation, and if so, how did such variation develop between
two geographically close varieties of the French language. This is important, as very few people
are aware that Mississippi once had its own dialect of French in the 20th century. It, and other
similarly neglected dialects, deserves the respect of being discussed so that it may provide
insights into the evolution of modern French. Though the situation of Cajun French might not be
quite so dire, but given the introduction of Pedagogical French into the Louisiana school system,
its position may change dramatically in the near future.
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This thesis is focused on determining if there is significant lexical variation between two
dialects of French found on the Gulf Coast, as well as between those dialects and Pedagogical
French. It will pay particular attention to words describing the natural world, kitchen and
household items, people and everyday items, places, and verbs and common phrases. I
hypothesize that both American Gulf Coast dialects will display significant lexical variation from
Standard French in all areas investigated. However, it seems likely that while Cajun French and
Mississippi Gulf Coast French will demonstrate a greater degree of similarity in terms of
lexicology, particularly in regards to local fauna, I believe that the two dialects will also
demonstrate lexical variation. For the most part, this hypothesis proved to be correct: Mississippi
Gulf Coast French and Cajun French demonstrated both similarity and variance within the
selected lexical items; however, there was a greater degree of lexical variance than lexical
similarity, and the trends of consistency were not as anticipated.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Cajun French
2.1.1. History of Cajun French
Cajun French finds its roots in the Acadian French settlers of Louisiana. Originally from
the area surrounding Loudon, France, the Acadians settled in Nova Scotia in 1632 (Ancelet et al.,
1991). However, their presence in the region was somewhat precarious due to the habitual
fighting over territory between the French and the British. After the Treaty of Utrecht was signed
in 1713, most of the La Cadie region was under British control. The uneasy arrangement of
British domination and Acadian inhabitance functioned until 1755, when the British government
began to deport the Acadians for reasons related to the War of the Austrian Succession and the
French and Indian War (Ancelet et al., 1991).
Although many Acadians did eventually return to Nova Scotia, many also decided to
move to the West Indies. While some remained there, most continued onwards to Louisiana,
settling in the areas around Bayou Teche, near St. Martinville, Louisiana, and eventually along
Bayou Lafourche as well, marked in Figure 1(Ancelet et al, 1991). These settlers brought their
own traditions, language, and culture with them from Canada, giving them a significantly
different background from the French Creoles already present in the colony.
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Figure 1: “Map of the Cajun Parishes of Louisiana”

Source: QuartierLatin1968. The Traditional 22 Parishes of "Cajun
country" or "Acadiana" in Southern Louisiana, USA. Wikimedia
Commons. Dec. 2005. Web.
2.1.2. Structure of Cajun French
While Cajun French phonology sees both similarities and differences from that of
Pedagogical French, there is not a great deal of information on the phonetic structure of Cajun
French. Papen and Rottet (1997) provide the basis of this phonetic profile. In terms of vowel
pronunciation, Cajun has a notably different pronunciation than Standard French. Mid vowels /e,
Ø, o/ are subject to the same law of position in Cajun French as they are in Standard French,
which mandates that the vowels will be more closed when used in an open stressed syllable,
while being more open in a closed stressed syllable. Peu /pø/ “a little” is an example of the
former, while peur /pœr/ “fright” is one of the latter However, in Cajun French there are even
fewer exceptions than in the Standard. There are almost no variations for /ø/ and /o/, but there are
several well noted deviations from the law of position for /e/, as in /fε/ instead of /fe/ “makes or
does” and /tet/ in place of /tεt/ “head” (Papen and Rottet, 1997).
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High vowels in Cajun French are more relaxed than those of Standard French when
followed by a non-lengthening consonant, as seen in the use of /plʏs/ rather than /plys/ for the
term plus “more”. (Papen and Rottet, 1997) They may also not be as sensitive to the restrictions
of lengthening consonants as high vowels in Standard French. This can be heard in the
pronunciation of dire “to say” as /dɪr/ in Cajun French as opposed to the Standard French /dir/.
(Pappen and Rottet, 1997) The lowering of vowels is quite common in Cajun French: /e/ is also
lowered to /æ/ or even /a/ in Cajun French when followed by /r/, making for several notable
variations, such as faire /fer/ > /fær/ ‘to do’. According to certain sources, similar variations may
also occur with /a/ > /ε/ (boite /buat/ > /bwεt/ “box”), and /y/ > /ø/ (pur /pyr/ > /pør/ “pure”)
(Papen and Rottet, 1997).
Nasalization is also a significant feature of Cajun French. Unlike in Standard French, any vowel
can be nasalized, provided that it is followed by a nasal vowel such as /n/ or /m/ (lune /lyn/ >
/lỹn/ “moon”). Cajun French speakers also round and lower their nasals, resulting in
nasalizations such as /o/ > /ɔ̃/ (pomme /pom/ > /pɔ̃m/ “apple”) (Papen and Rottet, 1997). There is
some variation in the consistency of nasalization, particularly if the nasal is followed by a nasalinitial syllable, or it is the last syllable of a word (jamais /ʒɑ̃me/ > /ʒɑ̃mɛ/̃ “never”) (Papen and
Rottet, 1997). The use of / ɔ̃/ and /ɑ̃/ is also fairly interchangeable, with /ɑ̃/ > /ɔ/̃ being slightly
more common than the other . These variations can be seen in quand /kɑ̃/ > /kɔ/̃ “when” and
commence /kɔ̃mɔ̃se/ ~ /kɔ̃mɑ̃se/ (Papen and Rottet, 1997).
Consonants also see some significantly different pronunciations, most notably in the variable
pronunciation of the /h/ consonant. There is variable aspiration of the initial h as /h/ or /ɦ/, as
opposed to silent as it is in Pedagogical French (hache /aʃ/ > /haʃ/ “axe”) (Pappen and Rottet,
1997). The phonemes /ʃ ʒ/ are interchangeable with /h/ even in the middle of words (chemin
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/ʃəmɛ/̃ > /həmɛ/̃ “road”), a trait which is also seen in Canadian French (Papen and Rottet, 1997).
Apart from the use of /h/, metathesis of sibilants is fairly regular (pistache /pistaʃ/~/piʃtaʃ/
“peanut”), as is the nasalization of syllable and word-final stops preceded by nasal vowels
(bombe /bɔb̃ / > /bɔ̃m/ “bomb”) (Papen and Rottet, 1997).
The syntax of Cajun French, for the most part, strongly resembles that of Pedagogical
French. However, there has been significant change due to language contact with English, most
notably in the placement and use of pronouns and prepositions. Clitic pronouns used before the
verb such as le or la are being replaced by disjunctive pronouns that more closely resemble
English pronoun placement, replacing the Pedagogical French form (1) il lui parlait “he spoke to
him” with il parlait à lui (Blyth, 1997). Younger speakers of Cajun French also place the
partative pronoun zen (liaised version of the pronoun en ‘some’) in a post-verbal position,
mirroring English syntax, resulting in the shift from the Pedagogical French (2) J’en ai déjà
acheté “I already bought” to j’ai déjà acheté zen (Blyth, 1997):
While there are several sources of information in regards to most areas of the linguistics
of Cajun French, one notable exception is the extraordinary difficulty in finding information on
the lexicology of Cajun French, as it seems that very little, if anything, has been published on
this area. There are two available dictionaries of Cajun French: (1) A Dictionary of the Cajun
Language, was compiled Rev. Msgr. Jules O. Daigle and published in 1984; and (2) the
Dictionary of Louisiana French: As Spoken in Cajun, Creole, and American Indian
Communities, was compiled in 2009, with Albert Valdman acting as senior editor but did not
focus exclusively on Cajun French. Its reliability, however, in regards to any one of these
languages slightly suspect, as it is not clearly indicated which dialect of Louisiana French is the
source for any given word or expression.
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2.2. Mississippi Gulf Coast French
2.2.1. History of Mississippi Gulf Coast French
Of the dialects discussed in this thesis, Mississippi Gulf Coast French is the least well
known. Mississippi Gulf Coast French was spoken in the area surrounding Bay St. Louis, the
primary area of settlement for the French during their colonization of Mississippi. The only
extensive study of Mississippi Gulf Coast French, which was completed in 2001, shortly prior to
the death of the last of its speakers, focused on the community of Delisle, Mississippi, a small
town on Bay St. Louis. The language community in Delisle was one of the last Mississippi Gulf
Coast French communities. All of the speakers were elderly, and the remainder of the
community was eliminated by Hurricane Katrina in August 2005.
The history of French settlement in Mississippi is closely tied to that of Louisiana. Both
saw initial settlement at the turn of the 18th century, with settlers of similar backgrounds.
However, their settlement histories changed in the 1750s with the arrivals of Acadian refugees in
New Orleans. While these refugees settled throughout southern Louisiana to form the Cajun
population, records do not show any of them moving east to the area surrounding Bay St. Louis.
A very different wave of refugees, French and Creole refugees from St. Domingue fleeing from
the revolutions of 1791 (Moreton, 2001), arriving in Mississippi from 1790 to 1810, would shape
Mississippi Gulf Coast French. .
As a result of the Louisiana Purchase, Mississippi became open to American settlement
in 1810 and was made a state in 1817, resulting in a large English population that has shaped
Mississippi's character. However, the English settlement on the Gulf Coast was not as significant
as a result of the area's lack of suitability for agriculture and limited resources. For similar
reasons, there was not a large permanent slave population in the region. Delisle probably had a
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large transient slave population, as it was used as a stop for newly landed slaves to recover from
the voyage from Africa (Caire and Caire, 1976). The occasional runaways may have managed to
integrate themselves into the local free Black community that had come from St. Domingue,
increasing the numbers of the French speaking Black community who called themselves
"Creoles."
The relative isolation of the Mississippi Gulf Coast communities was a significant factor
in the maintenance of French as the dominant language of the region. However, that isolation
ceased in the 1920s with the dawn of compulsory schooling. This was, to be more specific,
compulsory English schooling, and the experience was universally traumatic to the Francophone
children who were expected to understand English suddenly upon entering the English school
system. These children, who formed the last generation of Mississippi Gulf Coast French
speakers, refused to transmit French to their children, in order to spare them the same trauma
(Moreton, 2001).
This decision marked the beginning of language death for Mississippi Gulf Coast French,
as the break in direct transmission from parent to child ensures that there are no new native
speakers of a language. This in turn ensures that a language will move from endangered to dead
within a few generations, when there are no new speakers of the language (Krauss, 1992). For
the Mississippi Gulf Coast French community, that death was quick, and almost entirely
voluntary. While they do not dislike their native language, the French speakers of Delisle,
Mississippi have made no effort to retain their language. They did not teach it to their children or
grandchildren. There have been no moves to preserve Mississippi Gulf Coast French as a
heritage language or to facilitate its transmission to a new generation. In fact, the last speakers of
the dialect did not speak French regularly at the time of the interviews, other than within very
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restricted familial contexts, placing it at a stage 8b on the EGIDS scale, which is the very last
stage of language death prior to extinction.
Interestingly enough, this last generation of speakers is also the only truly bilingual
generation of Mississippi Gulf Coast French speakers. Prior to the final generation, language
contact with English was not as common, as French-speaking communities were relatively
isolated. This meant that the parents of the last generation of Mississippi Gulf Coast French
speakers did not necessarily speak English. It has already been established that members of the
last generation refused to teach their children French to prevent the negative experiences of
entering compulsory English education as speakers of a different language (Moreton, 2001).
This single generation of bilingual speakers preceding language death is significant, as it
means that Mississippi Gulf Coast French experienced radical language shift. This type of shift
towards obsolescence is most in situations where there is a great deal of external pressure to shift
languages (Crystal, 2000). However, this was probably speeded along by the already small size
of the community. English had already become the dominant language of the region by the mid
19th century, facilitating the death of Mississippi Gulf Coast French. Similarly facilitating its
death was the fact that Mississippi Gulf Coast French had no written language tradition. There
are no available written documents of the language, which makes sense, as the final generation
of speakers was also the first generation to receive consistent schooling. Thus, it stands to reason
that most written word within the community would be in the dominant language of English.
This is of particular importance, as it means that all samples of Mississippi Gulf Coast French
used in this thesis will be given in IPA as opposed to a standard written form as the Cajun and
Pedagogical French forms will be.
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2.2.2. Structure of Mississippi Gulf Coast French
Moreton placed her 16 participants on a continuum of language retention. The
conservative end of the continuum indicated that the speaker demonstrated a greater retention of
the dialect's lexicon and grammatical complexities. At the advanced end of the continuum, the
speaker demonstrated a loss of linguistic complexity while also using a greater number of
innovations (Moreton, 2001).
The placement of speakers along the continuum affected the phonology of their speech in
certain areas. The different size and contents of the phonemic inventories of conservative and
advanced speakers is most pronounced in terms of vowels. Conservative speakers demonstrated
eleven vowels (/i/, /e/, /y/, /œ/, /u/, /o/, /a/, /ẽ/, /œ̃ /, /ã/, /õ/), while advanced speakers only
demonstrated eight (/i/, /e/, /ø/, /a/, /u/, /o/, /ẽ/, /õ/) (Moreton, 2001). This smaller vowel
inventory can be attributed to several factors: (a) normal internal language mergers (b) external
pressure from English resulting in the loss or addition of phonemes, and (c) breakdown of
transmission and lack of language use (Moreton, 2001).
In terms of its phonology, Mississippi Gulf Coast French is both distinct from and similar
to Standard French, just as Cajun French is. However, Mississippi Gulf Coast French shows
signs of far greater influence from English in its phonology than Cajun French. For vowels, one
of the most distinctive differences is the merging of open and closed mid vowels to their closed
form, taking the law of position to the end point of its development: /e ε/, /ø œ/, and /o ɔ/ have
merged to /e/ (/εdε/ ~ /ede/ “help”), /ø/ (/pœ/ ~ /pø/ “can”, and /o/ (/pɔ:r/ ~ /por/) respectively
(Moreton 2001).
Also notable is the loss of the front-rounded vowel series /y ø œ̃ / which can be found in
both Cajun and Standard French. This loss of rounding has also affected the nasal vowels, where
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the two back nasal vowels /ã õ/ have merged into the single back nasal /õ/ (/vãn/ > /võn/ “to
sell”). This back nasal is determined by backness, as it would be in English, rather than by
roundness, as it would be in Pedagogical French. Conservative speakers maintain distinctive
rounding (Conservative /vãn/ “to sell” becoming advanced /võn/). Advanced speakers do not
display distinctive rounding (Moreton, 2001), which may be a more recent phonological
development, particularly as some of the rounded vowels, such as /y/, were demonstrated by the
more conservative speakers.
English has also affected the vowels of Mississippi Gulf Coast French by stress
placement on a vowel. While lengthening a vowel in Pedagogical French does not place stress on
said vowel, it does in English. Mississippi Gulf Coast French follows the English pattern,
wherein stressed vowels are notably longer than unstressed vowels. Stressed /e/ is variably
diphthongized regardless of circumstances, while /o u/ are variably diphthongized in loan words
from English (Moreton, 2001).
Consonants prove to be more stable and less affected by the conservative to advanced
speaker continuum. Conservative speakers demonstrated 23 consonants (/p, b, t, d, k, g, f, v, s, z,
ʃ, ʒ, tʃ, dʒ, m, n, ŋ, r, l, ɥ, j, w/) while advanced demonstrated 22 (/p, b, t, d, k, g, f, v, s, z, ʃ, ʒ, tʃ,
dʒ, m, n, ŋ, r, l, j, w/). The only point of differentiation was the semiconsonant /ɥ/, which was
used by conservative speakers but not by advanced speakers. Instead, advanced speakers had
seen it merge with /w/, as opposed to remaining a distinct phoneme, resulting in a restructuring
of /w/. For example, conservative speakers would say /zɥit/ “oysters” while advanced would use
/zwit/ (Moreton, 2001).
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2.4. Language Obsolescence
Several scales measure language obsolescence. The one used here is the EGIDS
(Expanded Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale) system developed by Lewis and Simons
in 2009, based primarily on Fishman's original GIDS system, with additional input from
UNESCO's Language Endangerment Framework and the Ethnologue Language Vitality
Categories. This has resulted in a scaled system of thirteen levels of language endangerment,
which can be seen on Table 1. The EGIDS system allows for greater variance in the status of
endangered languages, while maintaining the scaling system and divisions of the original GIDS
and allows for a more specific specific placement on a scale, and, importantly, also includes
language dormancy and extinction as possible language states, unlike the GIDS system (Lewis
and Simons, 2009).
Both Cajun and Mississippi Gulf Coast French fall into the very endangered categories
on the EGIDS. While Mississippi Gulf Coast French falls decidedly into Level 10 “Extinction”,
the case of Cajun French is more interesting. While it would seem that Cajun French, as a readily
acknowledged language that is still in somewhat consistent use ought to be reasonably low on
the scale, possibly at a Level 6b “Threatened”, that is not the case. Regular transmission of Cajun
French does not remain the norm. In fact, it seems likely that, given the steadily rising average
age of Cajun French speakers, significantly fewer children are being taught Cajun French than in
the past. A significant break in transmission and lack of transmission of Cajun French to children
has become the norm. This, along with its steadily decreasing domain of use would indicate that
Cajun French should be placed at Level 7 “Shifting” of EGIDS.
This is probably an optimistic estimate, as it assumes, without ready evidence, that quite
a few members of the parent generation can speak Cajun French. The significant break in
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transmission occurred during and after World War II, when parents who had attended school
after the 1921 began to raise their families, when the Louisiana state constitution banned French
from the government and government run institutions, including public schools in that year.
Many parents who suffered public humiliation at school as a result of these policies refused to
teach their children Cajun French, causing the break in transmission (Rottet, 2001).
Thus, many members of the parent generation do not speak Cajun French and cannot
transmit it to their children, implying that it might be more accurate to place Cajun French at the
Level 8a “Moribund” stage instead, as the majority of native Cajun French speakers at this time
were born prior to World War II, in the grandparent generation.
Such a break in transmission, and the reasoning behind it, is fairly consistent across
obsolescing languages. Dorian (1986) notes that there tends to be a 'tipping point', when
acquisition of an obsolescing language tends to slow or cease entirely. This point is usually long
in the making, with years of gradual build up negative sentiment towards both the language and
the cultural group to which it belongs. Frequently, there is political and social pressure from
outside sources to increase the negativity. Finally, it reaches the tipping point, when children
subconsciously conclude en masse that it is time to abandon the language of the ethnic group. It
is of note that tipping points tend to be inadvertent, community-wide decisions. In smaller towns,
residents may be able to point out the exact year when transmission began to break down,
because that was the year that children entering school did not speak the ethnic language on the
playground. Their older siblings did, but they and any younger children did not (Dorian, 1986).
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Table 1: EGIDS Stages
Level

Description

0

Language is widely used on an international scale.

1

Language is widely used on a national scale.

2

Language is widely used within a region, and has government recognition.

3

Language is used within mass media and work environments, but is
without government recognition.

4

Language is frequently used, and is transmitted through the educational
system.

5

Language is frequently used within the community, but has low literacy
rates.

6a

Language is frequently used within the community, and there are still
native speakers, but literacy is uncommon.

6b

Language is still frequently used, but a significant break in transmission to
the next generation has occurred.

7

Language is still used among adult generations, but has not been
transmitted to the present generation of children.

8a

Neither the child bearing generation nor their children speak the language
of the community. Only the grandparent generation still frequently speaks
the language. (Cajun French)

8b

Only speakers of the language are elderly, and they have minimal
opportunity to speak the language.

9

No proficient speakers of the language remain, however, vestiges of the
language have been retained as a reminder of heritage identity.

10

No proficient speakers of the language remain, and no one retains any
degree of connection to the language, sentimental or otherwise.
(Mississippi Gulf Coast French)

This seems to be fairly consistent with what occurred with both Cajun French and
Mississippi Gulf Coast French. Both were languages of a minority culture (Cajuns in Louisiana,
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the remnants of French settlers in Mississippi) that faced a great deal of internal and external
political and economic pressure to stop using their dialects of French. Eventually, the combined
forces of the school system and economic necessity triggered the tipping point, at which point
direct transmission ceased.
In the case of Mississippi Gulf Coast French, this resulted in an already small community
becoming even smaller. Several children grew up to become semi-speakers of the language,
meaning that they could understand far more French than they could actually speak (Dorian,
1977), continued by the conscious decision of fluent and semi speakers alike not to teach their
children how to speak French. As a result, Mississippi Gulf Coast French did not develop many,
if any, new speakers in the subsequent generation, which more or less guaranteed its extinction
within the early 20th century. This is of course what happened, although the process was
dramatically influenced by Hurricane Katrina.
The situation of Cajun French is slightly less dire. The community was larger to begin
with, and therefore had a better chance of absorbing the damage of meeting a tipping point, at
least for one generation. Additionally, the relative isolation of many smaller bayou communities,
while not ensuring the continued direct transmission of Cajun French, was also a factor in
continuing the language. These factors have allowed the descent of Cajun French to be more
gradual, as opposed to the abrupt cessation of Mississippi Gulf Coast French. In addition, Cajun
French has benefited from wide spread knowledge of this dialect's existence within the national
culture. Part of this is due to people being more aware of the French heritage of Louisiana, as
well as depictions of Cajun culture, including some examples of Cajun French, within the realm
of popular media, which in turn has lead to efforts to revitalize Cajun French, as well as other
dialects of Louisiana French. While these efforts are recent enough that they have not had a
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chance truly to fail or succeed, they do demonstrate a genuine desire on the part of Cajuns to
revive or preserve their cultural language, which is far better than Mississippi Gulf Coast French.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS

3.1. Overview
This thesis focuses on lexical variation between three dialects of French. The first,
Pedagogical French, is defined as French as seen in major French dictionaries and French
textbooks. This is the dialect taught as “French” throughout the world to non-native speakers of
French, as well as an idealized form of the French language as spoken throughout France.
The second dialect of French investigated in this study is known as Mississippi Gulf
Coast French. This dialect, which is considered to be dead, was spoken in the town of Delisle,
Mississippi, until the turn of the 21st century. Lexical items for this dialect were collected from
the transcripts and recordings of Dr. Rebecca Moreton's definitive interviews of members of the
Mississippi Gulf Coast French community in the late 1990s and early 2000s, the only
documented samples of Mississippi Gulf Coast French until the last of the community was wiped
out as a result of Hurricane Katrina in 2005 (Moreton 2001). Dr. Moreton graciously allowed the
use of her materials in this research prior to her untimely death in January 2016.
The third dialect of French used in this thesis was Cajun French, whose speakers can be
found throughout Southern Louisiana, where the dialect originated. Lexical items for this dialect
were obtained through two processes. Firs, some data was collected through linguistic atlas style
interviews with native speakers of Cajun French, located by word of mouth, usually through
acquaintances with ties to the Cajun French community. Each interview lasted twenty-five to
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thirty minutes. However, due to difficulties connecting with the Cajun French community as an
outsider, an insufficient number of interviews were conducted to determine whether the data
obtained was reflective of the Cajun French community as a whole. As such, another data source
was samples of Cajun French found on YouTube. Several of these were interviews conducted as
a part of Prof. Amanda LaFleur's French 2202 and 3260 classes on Cajun French at Louisiana
State University ((Bordelon, 2015; Broussard, 2015; Guidry, 2010; Guidry, 2012; Henry, 2013;
Huval, 2013; Isaac and Pearl, 2013; LeBouef, 2015; Sebastian, 2013; Trahan, 2013; Treme,
2009; Vidrine, 2015; Young, 2010). These samples were then transcribed and matched as much
as possible to the Mississippi Gulf Coast French samples.

3.2. Pedagogical French
Information on lexical items of Pedagogical French was obtained from the Larousse
French-English dictionary (source), one of the more prominent dictionaries in France.

3.3. Mississippi Gulf Coast French
Dr. Moreton's sociolinguistic interviews on Mississippi Gulf Coast French took place
between 1996 and 1999. Several participants were interviewed on multiple occasions, allowing
them to become familiar with Dr. Moreton and her tape recorder, which in turn allowed for a
greater use of unguarded speech within the context of later interviews. However, as Dr. Moreton
became more familiar with her participants, some demographic information on her participants
was inferred rather than explicitly stated in the interview, and is therefore no longer available.

3.4. Cajun French
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The samples of Cajun French used for this thesis came from three very different sources.
The first set of data was from a series of interviews conducted by the researcher with fluent
speakers of Cajun French, which allowed for control of the demographic information that was
requested and obtained from the participants.
Samples of Cajun French were taken from YouTube (Bordelon, 2015; Broussard, 2015;
Guidry, 2010; Guidry, 2012; Henry, 2013; Huval, 2013; Isaac and Pearl, 2013; LeBouef, 2015;
Sebastian, 2013; Thibideaux, 2011; Trahan, 2013; Treme, 2009; Vidrine, 2015; Young, 2010),
whose information was outside my control. As such, the demographic information for most of
these speakers was incomplete or observational. This proved to be problematic, as it resulted in a
greater need of speculation and made it more difficult to note patterns of speech usage within the
community. When neither interviews nor YouTube data could provide sufficient evidence,
lexical items were located in the available Cajun French dictionaries as a tertiary source, as
current usage of the lexical items could not be verified by current speakers.

3.5. Interview Structure and Comparison of Dialect Variation
The lexical items from the researcher-constructed interviews were the primary area of
investigation. They were determined to the greatest possible extent by what was available in the
Moreton (2001) transcripts because no new lexical data can be obtained from the Mississippi
Gulf Coast dialect and the lexical items being compared had to be present within the available
dialect sample. The lexical items selected for investigation were predominantly nouns, with four
exceptions: verbs and one common phrase "How old is Charlie?" These exceptions were made
for two reasons. In the case of “How old is Charlie?” I was unable to find an instance of a Cajun
French speaker using the expression, and it did not appear in the videos. Similarly, in the case of
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the verbs, I was unable to find the corresponding conjugation in the interviews, and unable to
determine the infinitive form for comparison with what could be found in the dictionaries of
Cajun French. Lexical items were then compared by dialect as well as by variance within a
lexical group. The presence of variance, or lack thereof, was used as the predominant means of
comparison between dialects.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS

4.1. Mississippi Gulf Coast French
Based on the Moreton (2001) interviews, approximately 32 items of lexical variation and
one phrase were chosen for purposes of comparison. All 30 of these varied from the Pedagogical
French, although it should be noted that there were many more lexical items used in Mississippi
Gulf Coast French that did not vary from the pedagogical in any way except phonetically. These
words tended to fall into one of three categories in terms of source of the alternative lexicology.
The first group, consisting of seven words, was comprised primarily of loan words from English.
This was surprising, as given the regional prevalence of English it would seem likely that a
larger portion of the lexical variants would be a result of borrowing from English. Instead, while
nearly a quarter of the lexical variants having been borrowed from English is significant, it is less
significant than expected. The variants are listed in Table 2, along with their English and
Pedagogical French Counterparts.
The seven words of the second group of lexical variants was approximately the same size
as Group One MGCF. This second group consisted of lexical items that were internal variants of
French, that is, lexical variants that were taken from other words or expressions present in
pedagogical French. For example, the lexical item /lɛʒ̃ / 'rag' in Mississippi Gulf Coast French is
most likely taken from the Pedagogical French word linge, 'household linen'. While this is not
the clearest connection between the Pedagogical French lexical source and its Mississippi Gulf
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Coast French counterpart, it is fairly indicative of the group as a whole. These lexical items have
distinct roots in Pedagogical French, unlike the loan words found in Group One MGCF.
However, unlike the other entries in Group Two MGCF, these items seem to be direct
translations of English expressions. They are listed along with the other items found in Group
Two MGCF, in Table 3.
The third and largest group consists of the varied lexical items that do not seem to have a
counterpart in either Pedagogical French or English. These are not loan words, as is the case with
Group One MGCF, but neither do they have a distinctive source from Pedagogical French.
Perhaps these terms developed independently from contact with the local Native American
tribes, older forms of French that are no longer used, or as a result of the Creole influx from St.
Domingue in the late 18th century. The eleven lexical items that make up Group Three MGCF
can be found in Table 4.

Table 2: Group One MGCF Variants: English Loan Words
English

Mississippi Gulf Coast French

Pedagogical French

Back

/bæk/

Cabbage

/kæ bɪdʒ/

le chou

Car

/kah/, /,ɔʷdəmo'biᵊl/

une voiture

Cloudy

/kla-di/

Nouageux

Gas (car)

/kˡase ˤi ja/

l'essence

His chest

/sõ tʃes/

le poitrine de

Near, around

/ə'ran/

près de, pas loin de

Neighbor

/frĩɪñ /

un voisin

Shoes

/su'je/

les chaussures

Stove

/stəʊv/

le fourneau

(no equivalent)
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Table 3: Group Two MGCF Variants: Internal Variants of French
English

Mississippi Gulf Coast French

Pedagogical French

Church

/la' me-s/

l'église

Dishpan

/pla a ve'sɛl/

un basin

Frog

/kraˑpo/

une grenouille

Greens (vegetables)

/ʃɯ/

les légumes verts

How old is Charlie?

/kõmã vi'j tʃarli'e/

Quel âge a Charlie?

Mow the lawn

/k'uˈp^le̯ i l æ-rb/

tondre la pelouse

Person

/mõd/

Personne

Rag

/ɛ̃ lɛʒ̃ /

un chiffon

Son

/mõ bõ 'nõm/, /mõ gæsõ/

mon fils

Wash the clothes

/la-ve dy 'lɛʒ̃ /

faire la lessive

Table 4: Group Three MGCF: Unclassified Variants
English

Mississippi Gulf Coast French

Pedagogical French

Buzzard

/ˌkaroˈklo/

un urubu, une buse

Cloud

/æ grɛ/̃

un nouage

Deer

/ʃə'vrœ i̯ /

un cerf

Fertilizer

/fy'mjɛ-r/

l'engrais

Goat

/k'a' bri-/

un chèvre

Little Boy

/lə tʃi' bug̥ /

le petit garcon

Pan

/ɛ*̃ 'pla-̃/

une casserole

Pot

/ɛñ ʃogæ*ə/

une marmite

Tired

/l'as/

Under

/dwar/

fatigue
sous, en bas
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Also of interest was the use or lack of two other the lexical items. The first is the term
/arãʒe/, which had no direct English equivalent (for this reason, it was not included in Table 4
above). Regardless, /arãʒe/ seems to have developed as a catch-all term for everything from
making repairs, to painting a wall, to constructing a building. Despite a definite trend towards
construction and repair work, it most likely comes from the Pedagogical French term arranger
'to tidy up, to arrange', without the construction-oriented semantics in Mississippi Gulf Coast
French. The second is the lack of the Pedagogical French lexical item ne. In Pedagogical French,
ne is one of two indicators of negation in a phrase. It is notably absent from all samples of phrase
negation in the available samples of Mississippi Gulf Coast French, indicating that it was not
present in the dialect.

4.2. Cajun French
Unlike Mississippi Gulf Coast French, Cajun French does have a written tradition. As such,
the lexical items for Cajun French will not be written in IPA. Regardless, in order to allow for
the greatest degree of comparison, the 32 lexical items that displayed variation in Mississippi
Gulf Coast French were located in Cajun French, both through interviews collected from
YouTube and the use of the available Cajun French dictionaries, with the exception of the phrase
“How old are you?” (an example of this phrase spoken by a native speaker could not be found).
These 32 lexical items were divided into four groups. The first consists of loan words from
English, and is by far the smallest of the four, with only three lexical items falling into this
category. The lack of loan words is surprising, as a larger set was expected. These variants are
listed in Table 5, with their equivalents in English and Pedagogical French.
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Table 5: Group One Cajun: Loan Words from English
English

Cajun French

Pedagogical French

Car

char, auto

voiture

Gas

gaz, gasoline

essence

Stove

stove

fourneau

The second group of words consists of those whose origins can be found in Pedagogical
French but which have been modified through variance from the root word’s meaning. There
appear to be no instances of direct translation from English into Cajun French as there were in
Mississippi Gulf French. Instead, all are examples of definitions varying to a greater or lesser
extent from the Pedagogical French. One such example is couvert. ‘cloudy’ whose source is the
word couvert ‘covered’. In Pedagogical French, couvert has multiple applications, one of which
is le ciel est couvert ‘the sky is covered’, which is used to describe an overcast sky. This
definition was modified to mean cloudy, given that an overcast sky is indeed rather cloudy.
Lexical items found to be variants of Pedagogical French are listed in Table 6.

Table 6: Group Two Cajun: Variants of Pedagogical French
English

Cajun French

Pedagogical French

Cloudy

couvert

nuageux

Dishpan

bassin à vaisselle

bassin

Mow the Lawn

faucher, couper

tondre la pelouse

Pan

bassin

casserole

Pot

pot, chaudière

marmite

Wash the clothes

faire une lavage, blanchir

faire la linge

The third group consists of lexical items that do not have a clear counterpart in either
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Pedagogical French or English. These lexical items could have any number of sources: from the
Native American languages once found in Louisiana, from older versions of French, or from
Native American languages in the La Cadie region of Canada, as the Acadians had significant
contact with those groups. Even some St. Domingue Creole might have made its way into Cajun
French, as many of the initial Acadian settlers spent some time there before moving to Louisiana.
There is also the possibility of entirely independent development of these lexical items. The
Lexical Items found in Group Three Cajun have been compiled in Table 7.

Table 7: Group Three Cajun: Unclassified Variants
English

Cajun French

Pedagogical French

Buzzard

carencro

urubu, buse

Deer

chevreuil

cerf

Fertilizer

fumier

l’engrais

Goat

cabri

chevre

Rag

haillon, chiffon

chiffon

Shoes

soulier

chausseurs

Tired

lasse

fatigué

The fourth group, which was not present in the Mississippi Gulf Coast French data, consists
of the lexical items which are the same as their Pedagogical French counterparts, varying only in
pronunciation. This is by far the largest of the four groups, consisting of 13 lexical items, nearly
twice the number of the next largest group (variants of Pedagogical French). This would seem to
indicate a reasonably large lexical connection between Cajun French and Pedagogical French.
The lexical items found in Cajun and Pedagogical French are listed in
as part of Group Four Cajun.
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Table 8: Group Four Cajun: Non-varying Lexical Items
English

Cajun French

Pedagogical French

Back

not found

(no equivalent or not found?)

Cabbage

chou

chou

Church

église

église

Cloud

nuage

nuage

Frog

grenouille

grenouille

Greens

legumes verts

legumes verts

His chest

son poitrine

le poitrine

Little boy

petit garcon

petit garçon

Near, around

près, à l’entour

près, autour de

Neighbor

voisin

voisin

Person

personne

personne

Son

fils, garcon

garçon

Under

sous

sous

In conclusion, 31 number of words were compared among Mississippi Gulf Coast French, Cajun
French and Pedagogical French to discover that while none were phonetically and semantically
similar across all three languages, 11 (35%) were similar across Mississippi Gulf Coast French
and Cajun French, while 20 (65%) were dissimilar. Cajun French was also found to have 13
(42%) lexical items in common with Pedagogical French. The next chapter will discuss these
findings.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION

5.1. Comparison of Pedagogical French to Mississippi Gulf Coast French
Comparing the lexis of Mississippi Gulf Coast French to Pedagogical French
demonstrates significant similarities between the two dialects. However, it also demonstrates
significant variation between the two, as seen in Tables 2 through 5 of Chapter 4. For purposes
of discussion, each of the three groups of variants will be compared separately, beginning with
Group One MGCF, consisting of English loan words.
5.1.1. Variations due to English loan words
I propose two reasons for these variants. First, looking at the history of the region,
English became the dominant language near the turn of the 19th century, which means that it had
well over 100 years of influence on Mississippi Gulf Coast French through language contact.
Logically, this would result in the adoption of several terms such as /tʃes/ “chest”, /bæk/ “back”,
or /kla-di/ “cloudy”. Secondly, Mississippi Gulf Coast French developed largely independent of
Pedagogical French and therefore independent of the influence of the Académie Française,
which places strict regulations on the introduction of new words into the French language. While
Pedagogical French is significantly lenient in this regard than Standard French, it is still
somewhat resistant to the introduction of loan words in the name of maintaining the purity of the
French language. This limitation was never present in Mississippi Gulf Coast French, allowing
for a significantly higher proportion of loan words to enter its lexicon.
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As a result of these two factors, it can be assumed that speakers chose to use English
lexical items due to ease of production, or due to a lack of an alternative lexical item. The latter
classification can be further divided into two groups. The first consists of the lexical items that
reflect English to the extent that the term does not exist in Pedagogical French. The second is
made up of lexical items that were developed after the split between Mississippi Gulf Coast
French and Pedagogical French, resulting in the adoption of the English term, as that was being
used throughout the region. Table 9 attempts to attribute the lexical items of Group A to the most
likely of the three subgroups.

Table 9: Group A MGCF Loans from English
MGCF Lexical Item

English

Reason Loaned

/bæk/

back

Lack of suitable lexical item in PF

/ə'ran/

around

Lack of suitable lexical item in PF

/frĩɪñ /

neighbor

Ease of use

/kæ bɪdʒ/

cabbage

Ease of use

/kah/, /,ɔʷdəmo'biᵊl/

car

Developed after split from PF, used local
term

/kla-di/

cloudy

Ease of use

/kˡase ˤi ja/

gas

Developed after split from PF, used local
term

/sõ tʃes/

his chest

Ease of use

/stəʊv/

stove

Developed after split from PF, used local
term

The positional terms /bæk/ and /ə'ran/ are not present in Pedagogical French. While
/ə'ran/ can be approximated as près de ‘near’ or pas loin de ‘not far from’, neither quite
encapsulate the other associated meaning of /ə'ran/ 'around'. While there are words in
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Pedagogical French that reflect this meaning, such as à l'environ de ‘in the area of’, none are
interchangeable with près de in the way that /ə'ran/ appears to be. Similarly, there is no single
term that parallels /bæk/ in Pedagogical French. Thus, it seems that /ə'ran/ was chosen either as a
way of conveying simultaneously a larger area and a more specific area, or as a means of
shortening a longer expression such as pas loin de or à l'environ de. Over the course of years, it
slowly became the norm for Mississippi Gulf Coast French.
Similarly indicating a conceptual location is the lexical item /bæk/, a direct translation of
the English word 'back', referring to a location returned to. It is frequently used in a compound
with a verb, such as 'to come back' /veni/. This is in direct contrast to the Pedagogical French
strategy, which relies on the attachment of the prefix re- to a verb as a means of conveying the
same concept, as seen in revenir ‘to come back’. Mississippi Gulf Coast French has adopted the
English form of this concept, with /bæk/ acting as a separate word from the verb, and
grammatically acting in more or less the same manner as the English, as in the sentence /i vjɛ̃
bæk/ . The Pedagogical French strategy has been entirely dropped.
The second set of loan words contains lexical items developed after Mississippi Gulf Coast’s
separation from Pedagogical French, approximated at 1803, when the Louisiana Purchase took
place and Mississippi became part of the English-speaking United States. As French settlement
in Mississippi had been relatively sparse, it was not long before English became the dominant
language of the region. Thus, it is logical that in spite of the fact that the Mississippi Gulf Coast
French community was isolated from the general English-speaking population, the two
languages did have significant contact. However, this contact with English speakers and their
English-speaking government meant that there was significantly less contact with outside French
speakers and the French-speaking government. As such, French words for technological
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developments such the use of gasoline, cars, and kitchen stoves would not have reached the
Mississippi Gulf Coast French speakers as rapidly as their English equivalents, if at all. In order
to fill the lexical gap, Mississippi Gulf Coast speakers began using the English terms modified to
fit their phonetic structure. This is most obvious in terms such as /kah/ ‘car’ or /stəʊv/ ‘stove,
range’. However, it can also be seen in /kˡase ˤi ja/ ‘gasoline’, particularly in the first two
syllables, or in comparison to the Pedagogical French essence. All of these items came into
common usage after the break with Pedagogical French, making the use of the English lexical
item an obvious choice.
The third set of loan words from Table 9 is the most unusual, as it the subgroup that does not
seem to contain any reason as to why they were exchanged for the Pedagogical French lexical
items. These cannot be explained by a lack of a lexical item, as in the previous subgroups; none
of these words were developed after 1803, and all were present as part of the standard
Pedagogical French lexicon at that time. For unknown reasons, these lexical items were plucked
from English to replace already present Pedagogical French terms.
One lexical item in particular (/sõ tʃes/) is notable for its abandonment of not only a lexical
item, but a grammatical form as well. In Pedagogical French, body parts are not consistently
referred to using personal possessive pronouns. Instead, reflexive verbs are used to indicate to
whom it belongs, as in Je me lave les cheveux ‘I wash my hair’, with the first person singular
dative pronoun me indicating that the hair belongs to the speaker. This is not the case in
Mississippi Gulf Coast French, as seen in the lexical item /sõ tʃes/ ‘his chest’. The pronoun /sõ/
is the third person singular masculine possessive pronoun in both Mississippi Gulf Coast French
and in Pedagogical French, making its use with /tʃes/ to indicate possession unique to Mississippi
Gulf Coast French. The word /tʃes/ itself is of course derived from English ‘chest’ as opposed to
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the Pedagogical French poitrine.
5.1.2. French Lexical Variants
The second group of lexical variants between Mississippi Gulf Coast French and Pedagogical
French can be attributed to internal variation within the French language. While all of the lexical
items used in Mississippi Gulf Coast French can be traced back to Pedagogical French, they are
not the same terms used in the modern French language. These variations can be divided into
two subgroups. The first is modification of a term already in use. These lexical items are variants
of Pedagogical French terms that do not mean quite the same thing as their original root word.
However, the usage in Mississippi Gulf Coast French is sufficiently similar to the Pedagogical
French meaning that the meaning can be guessed. The second subgrouping is that of direct
translation, usually from English. The division into the two subgroups can be seen in Table 10.
The subgroup of adapted terms is larger than that of those that are direct translations from
English into French, but there is a significant degree of difference in how much their definitions
in Mississippi Gulf Coast French have varied from their original sources in Pedagogical French.
Most of the lexical items in this section are closely related to the sources in Pedagogical French.
For example, the Mississippi Gulf Coast French term /kraˑpo/ ‘frog’ has its origins in the
Pedagogical French word crapeau ‘toad’. In Pedagogical French, a distinct difference exists
between crapeau and grenouille ‘frog’, with the two terms not quite being interchangeable. The
other words of this group, /mõ gæsõ/ ‘my son’, /mõ bõ ‘nõm/ ‘my son’, /ɛ̃ lɛʒ̃ / ‘rag’, /ɛˑ̃ ’pla-̃/
‘pan’, and /la’ me-s/ ‘church’ are similarly close to their Pedagogical French counterparts.
The Pedagogical French mon garçon ‘my boy’ provides the root of /mõ gæsõ/, one of the two
ways to say ‘my son’, which is not a particularly difficult leap of meaning. The same can be said
for /mõ bõ ‘nõm/, the other way of saying ‘my son’, and its root mon bonhomme, meaning ‘my
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little man’ when referring to a young boy. The root of /ɛˑ̃ ’pla-̃/ can be found in the Pedagogical
French plat ‘platter, dish’ but also something flat, and not so surprising that it became the term
for a flat, shallow cooking vessel. La messe is the Pedagogical French term for ‘Catholic mass’.
Given that most Mississippi Gulf Coast French speakers were Catholic, it is not much of a
stretch to see the term come to refer to church in general in that dialect. For /ɛ̃ lɛʒ̃ /, two of the
several meanings of le linge are ’towel’ and ‘cloth’. Both of items are similar to a ‘rag’, but not
quite the same thing, just as ‘toad’ is similar to but not quite a ‘frog’.

Table 10: Group B MGCF Adaptations
MGCF Term

English Term

Type of Variation

/kraˑpo/

Frog

Modification of term already in use

/mõ bõ ‘nõm/, /mõ gæsõ/

Son

Modification of term already in use

/pla a ve’sɛl/

Dishpan

Direct translation

/ɛ̃ lɛʒ̃ /

Rag

Modification of term already in use

/la-ve dy ‘lɛʒ̃ /

Wash the clothes

Direct translation

/k’uˈp^le̯ i l æ-rb/

Cut the grass

Direct translation

/ʃɯ/

Green leafy

Modification of term already in use

vegetables
/mõd/

Person

Modification of term already in use

/la’ me-s/

Church

Modification of term already in use

/kõmã vi’j tʃarli’e/

How old is Charlie

Direct translation

One other lexical item fits into this pattern, but it is also notable for other reasons. The
Mississippi Gulf Coast French lexical item /ʃɯ/ refers to green leafy vegetables of all kinds, from
lettuce to cabbage to spinach. However, its root in Pedagogical French is chou ‘cabbage’. While
normally this would simply be an instance of a specific term taking on a broader definition,
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much in the way that /la’ me-s/ has evolved to mean ‘church’ as opposed to ‘Catholic mass’ in
the specific, /ʃɯ/ is an interesting case because there is already a Mississippi Gulf Coast French
lexical item for cabbage /kæ bɪdʒ/. In order to fill the gap left behind by /ʃɯ/ when it came to
mean green leafy vegetables as opposed to specifically cabbage, Mississippi Gulf Coast French
speakers adopted the English lexical item ‘cabbage’. This occurrence seems rather unusual;
obviously /ʃɯ/ was still being used, so either its meaning shifted with the adoption of the English
‘cabbage’, or /kæ bɪdʒ/ came into use due to the meaning shift of /ʃɯ/ from the more precise
term to the more general. Either scenario is a possibility.
However, unlike the previous lexical items, the connection between Mississippi Gulf Coast
French /mõd/ ‘person’ and its original source is a bit more complex. The root term for /mõd/ in
Pedagogical French is monde ‘world’. This definition, which does not refer to a human being and
covers a more general area, seems to run directly counter to its definition in Mississippi Gulf
Coast French. However, occasionally monde is used in Pedagogical French as ‘people’ as
opposed to ‘world’. Even though it conveys a sense of the plural, monde nevertheless remains
singular, as in the expression tout le monde ‘everyone’, or ce monde là ‘a group of people’. Thus,
as it can be a singular noun that refers to people, its further progression to meaning ‘person’ in
Mississippi Gulf Coast French is a logical continuation as opposed to an unusual sidestep in
meaning.
The remaining four variants still deriving from Pedagogical French seem to be direct
translations into French from English. Two of the four examples investigated in this thesis (/la-ve
dy ‘lɛʒ̃ / ‘do the laundry, wash the clothes’, /k’uˈp^le̯ i l æ-rb/ ‘cut the grass’) are phrases
involving verbs and direct objects; the third (/pla a ve’sɛl/ ‘dishpan’)is a compound noun with
multiple parts; while the fourth variant is a sentence that forms a fixed expression. As all of these
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expressions involve more than one word, they will be analyzed in parts.
The first of these three terms is the noun /pla a ve’sɛl/ ‘dishpan’, which can be separated into
the individual English words ‘dish’ and ‘pan’. When translated into Pedagogical French these
words become la vaisselle ‘dish’ and several possible translations for ‘pan’. While vaisselle is
the obvious source for /ve’sɛl/, the definition of ‘pan’ used to refer to the cooking implement is
casserole, which does not align with /pla/. The morphemes /pla/ and /ve’sɛl/ are connected by
/a/, which parallels the Pedagogical French à, a preposition with multiple meanings, all of which
vary based on context. In one such context, à indicates belonging. Using this sense of the word,
the phrase /pla a ve’sɛl/ would translate to ‘pan of dishes’ or ‘dishpan’.
The verb phrases are less complicated to translate. The first of these is /la-ve dy ‘lɛʒ̃ / [wash
the clothes, do the laundry]. The verb, /la-ve/ is the same as the Pedagogical French lave [wash].
/dy/ can also be found in Pedagogical French, where it is a masculine singular quantitative article
meaning ‘some’. /‘lɛʒ̃ / is more unusual. Although /lɛʒ̃ / is the Mississippi Gulf Coast French word
for ‘rag’, that is not how it is used in this verb phrase. This would be unusual but for the
versatility of the Pedagogical French root word, linge. While its most standard meaning is
‘linen’, ‘cloth’, or ‘serving towel’, it can also be used to mean ‘laundry’, usually in the sense of
ironing laundry or hanging laundry to dry. Thus, Mississippi Gulf Coast French has elected to
use /lɛʒ̃ / as a word with multiple meanings, attaching a secondary meaning of laundry. With that
in mind, the Mississippi Gulf Coast French verb phrase /la-ve dy ‘lɛʒ̃ / becomes lave du linge
‘wash some laundry’ in Pedagogical French. A combination of two fairly standard English verb
phrases referring to laundry, ‘wash clothes’ and ‘do laundry’ turns into a direct translation or a
mixing of the two expressions. Either way, this Mississippi Gulf Coast French construction
seems to draw from English as opposed to French, as seen in the usage of /lave/ ‘wash’ as
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opposed to the conjugation of faire ‘to do’ used in Pedagogical French, as well the use of /lɛʒ̃ /,
which refers to the laundry itself instead of lessive, the detergent used in doing the laundry .
The final verb phrase, /k’uˈp^le̯ i l æ-rb/ is even simpler to understand. The Mississippi Gulf
Coast French /k’uˈp^le̯ i/ ‘to cut’ comes from the Pedagogical French couper ‘to cut’. /l æ-rb/
also can be seen in Pedagogical French, in this case as l’herbe ‘the grass’, so /k’uˈp^le̯ i l æ-rb/
can be directly transferred to Pedagogical French as couper l’herbe ‘to cut the grass’. A direct
translation from the English expression ‘cut the grass’ is not used in Pedagogical French.
The final directly translated variant, /kõmã vi’j tʃarli’e/ ‘how old is Charlie?’, is a completely
idiomatic expression, with the name being unadapted. Nevertheless, it is very different from the
fixed Pedagogical French expression Quel age a Charlie?, which translate directly to English as
‘which age does Charlie have?’ The fact that the Mississippi Gulf Coast French uses the English
structure of this expression is indicative of the degree of influence English has had over
Mississippi Gulf Coast French’s grammar. Instead of the Pedagogical French question word quel
‘which’, Mississippi Gulf Coast French uses /kõmã/ ‘how’, varying only slightly in
pronunciation from the Pedagogical French comment ‘how’. The word /vi’j/ is also varies
slightly from its Pedagogical French root, the adjective vieil ‘old’. However, in this instance
/vi’j/ appears to be used as an adverb instead of an adjective, modifying a dropped conjugation of
‘to be’. This means that the Pedagogical French origin of the expression /kõmã vi’j tʃarli’e/ is
Comment vieil est Charlie?, a word-for-word translation into English of ‘how old is Charlie?’
5.1.3. Unclassified Variants
The words in this section do not appear to follow any particular pattern as to why they vary
from Pedagogical French. They are not loan words from English, nor do they appear to be
repurposed Pedagogical French. I believe that these words may derive from a combination of
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sources, from an older form of French, from the languages of the various Native American tribes
of the area, or from the creole of St. Domingue. Due to a lack of information on the Native
American languages once found in the area surrounding the Mississippi Gulf Coast or the creole
of St. Domingue, it is not possible to verify the connection between the Mississippi Gulf Coast
French lexical items and their counterparts in these languages. It can be only speculation that
specific lexical items were borrowed from either of these languages. As it is impossible to
differentiate between the two without further information, they have been grouped together for
purposes of sorting the lexical items. Table 11 lists the speculated sources of these lexical items

Table 11: Speculated Sources of MGCF Variants
MGCF Lexical Item

English Item

Speculated Source of Lexical Item

/ɛn
̃ ʃogæˑə/

Stove

Native American language or St. Domingue Creole

/æ grɛ/̃

Cloud

Unknown source

/ʃə’vrœ i̯ /

Deer

Native American language or St. Domingue Creole

/k’a’ bri-/

Goat

Spanish, possibly an Older form of French

/ˌkaroˈklo/

Buzzard

Native American language or St. Domingue Creole

/lə tʃi’ bug̥ /

Little Boy

Combination of Pedagogical French and English

/fy’mjɛ-r/

Fertilizer

Unknown source

/dwar/

Under

Unknown source

/l’as/

Tired

Older form of French

/su'je/

Shoes

Older form of French

Of these, only the source of /k’a’ bri-/ ‘goat’, /l’as/, and /lə tʃi’ bug̥ / ‘little boy’ can be
verified. /k’a’ bri-/ most likely comes from the Spanish cabra, due to language contact with
Spanish. It could also be developed from the Old French word cabre, meaning ‘goat’, although
this is less likely, as it would have been an antiquated term even prior to 1803. /l’as/ also derives
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from an archaic form of French, although it is generally considered to be more literary. /lə tʃi’
bug̥ / is slightly more complicated. /tʃi’/ is most likely a form of the Pedagogical French petit
‘little’. /bug/, by contrast is not from Pedagogical French. It is a loan word from English,
although its use varies greatly from its root word ‘bug’, not typically used to refer to young boys
in English. However, it is perhaps worth noting that the term ‘bugaboo’ can be used to refer to
small boys, particularly those belonging to the speaker’s family, on the Mississippi Gulf Coast,
even in the present day. For the remaining lexical items, I speculate that terms related to animals
were taken from the local Native American tribes who had a greater knowledge of the local
fauna than the French settlers. Similarly, the terminology for cookware was also adopted from
either the Native Americans or the African slaves during the development of St. Domingue
Creole.

5.2. Comparison of Pedagogical French to Cajun French
Based on the word sample used in this study, the lexical connection between Cajun French
and Pedagogical French seems to be fairly straightforward. While there is a great deal of
phonological variation between the two dialects, there is a significant lexical overlap between the
two. Of the four sources for the lexical items investigated, Group Four, which consisted of
lexical items that did not vary from Pedagogical French to Cajun French, was by far the largest,
(13 lexical items), which are listed in Table 8 from Chapter 3. While there is some small
variation, with possible alternatives, all of these lexical items were directly transferred from
Pedagogical French to Cajun French, and maintained to the present day.
The smallest group, by contrast, was Group One, consisting of loan words from English, with
only three lexical items falling into this group. All of these lexical items came into common
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usage after 1803, when the Louisiana Purchase took place. At this point, Cajun French was for
all intents and purposes cut off from Pedagogical French, leaving the settlers to turn to English as
a source of terminology for new technology. The exposure to English can be seen in the use of
loan words for new inventions such as ‘stove’ for a stove or range and ‘gaz’ or ‘gasoline’ for gas.
All of these terms are distinct from their Pedagogical French counterparts, indicating a clear
preference for the English term as opposed to the Pedagogical French word.
The remaining lexical items in this section, char and auto, both meaning ‘car’, may have
slightly different origins. Prior to coming to mean ‘car’, the Pedagogical French voiture was used
to describe a carriage. When carriages were replaced with cars, the meaning of voiture was also
being replaced along with the technology. However, a similar shift could not be made in Cajun
French, because the Cajuns had already long since changed its meaning. As the muddy bayous of
Louisiana were not particularly conducive to carriages or their wheels, they were not the primary
means of transportation. Instead, boats were used. One variety in particular, a large flat-bottomed
boat, was used as transportation for human beings. This type of boat became known as a voiture
in Cajun French. When the time came to name the new invention with four wheels and an
engine, voiture was no longer an option. Instead, Cajun French looked to the English
‘automobile’ and the Pedagogical French ‘chariot’ for possible terms. When the English ‘car’
came into prominence, the abbreviated form of ‘chariot’ became the preferred lexical item.
More variants of Pedagogical French are found in Cajun French than English loan words.
However, there appear to be few, if any, instances of direct translation from English into French.
Instead, more minute variations appear of definition between the original Pedagogical French
root and the Cajun French term. The Cajun French term couvert ‘cloudy’ comes from the
Pedagogical French couvert ‘covered’, which can be used to indicate that the sky is covered by
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clouds. Equally obvious are the ties between the Cajun French bassin à vaisselle ‘dishpan’ and
the Pedagogical French term bassin ‘dishpan’. As Cajun French also uses bassin to mean a pan
used for cooking, the differentiation between the two varieties of bassin was determined
necessary. As such, the term for ‘dishpan’ became more specific.
There are two instances of lower-level variation within an idiomatic expression from
Pedagogical French to Cajun French. Faire une lavage ‘to wash clothes, do the laundry’ sees a
slightly greater degree of variation from the Pedagogical French. The phrase has its roots in the
Pedagogical French expression faire la lessive, but the word lavage does exist in Pedagogical
French to refer to clothes that need washing, making the Cajun expression a variant of
Pedagogical French. Blanchir ‘to wash clothes’ also is also found in Pedagogical French,
meaning ‘to whiten’. While it is not common to do so, blanchir has been used in Pedagogical
French in the sense of doing laundry. Also of note is that a laundry is known as a blanchisserie,
further underscoring the connection.
The second variation can be found in the Cajun French use of couper ‘to cut’ or faucher ‘to
reap’ to describe mowing the lawn, as opposed to the use of tondre in Pedagogical French. Both
are logical choices for use as a verb in the phrase ‘to cut grass’. Cajun French uses couper only
for ‘to mow the lawn’.
The final distinctive grouping of lexical items do not seem to have a source from either
Pedagogical French or English. This group of seven could have one of several potential sources.
Most can probably be traced back to one of the varied Native American languages spoken in
Louisiana, or one of those spoken in the La Cadie region of Canada. Alternatively, they could be
taken from an older form of Pedagogical French. Another possibility is that they were developed
independently of any outside influence. Less likely in the case of Cajun French is that a lexical
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item might have been picked up from St. Domingue Creole, during their brief stay there. Table
12 lists the possible roots for the lexical items of Group three. Due to a lack of information on
the Native American languages of Louisiana and La Cadie, there may be significantly more
lexical overlay with those languages than originally proposed.
While the origins of four lexical items could not be determined, the remaining three have more
certain roots. The lexical item cabri ‘goat’ can be linked to Cajun’s consistent interactions with
Spanish and its term cabra for the same. It is possible that it could be traced back to the Old
French word cabri ‘goat’, but this is unlikely, as it left common usage well before the discovery
of Louisiana. Similarly, Cajun French soulier has its roots in the Old French word solers ‘shoes’,
although the spelling has shifted along with the pronunciation. In the case of carencro ‘buzzard’
and chevreuil ‘deer’, as the two words refer to local animals, particularly in the case of ’buzzard’
the Native American term for the ‘carrion crow’ was adopted by the Cajuns, either as a means of
adapting to their new locale, or as it was the only word available to them.

Table 12: Group Four Cajun Lexical Origins
English Term

Cajun French Term

Possible Lexical Source

Buzzard

carencro

local Native American language

Deer

chevreuil

local Native American language

Goat

cabri

Spanish, possible Old French term

Fertilizer

fumier

unknown source

Rag

haillon, chiffon

unknown source

Shoes

soulier

Old French term

Tired

lasse

Old French term
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5.3. Cajun French to Mississippi Gulf Coast French
When compared across Mississippi Gulf Coast French and Cajun French, the lexical items
investigated for purposes of this thesis can be split into two groups, those that display variation,
and those that do not. Eleven lexical items do not display variation across Mississippi Gulf Coast
French and Cajun French, listed in Table 13.

Table 13: Lexical Items without Variation between Dialects
English

Mississippi Gulf Coast French

Cajun French

Mow the Lawn

/k'uˈp^le̯ i l æ-rb/

faucher, couper

Gas

/kˡase ˤi ja/

gaz, gasoline

Goat

/k'a' bri-/

cabri

Fertilizer

/fy'mjɛ-r/

fumier

Deer

/ʃə'vrœ i̯ /

chevreuil

Car

/kah/, /,ɔʷdəmo'biᵊl/

char, auto

Buzzard

/ˌkaroˈklo/

carencro

Shoes

/su'je/

soulier

Son

/mõ bõ 'nõm/, /mõ gæsõ/

fils, garçon

Stove

/stəʊv/

stove

Tired

/l'as/

lasse

While there does not seem to be a particular pattern as to which lexical items were used in
both dialects, there does appear to be at least one trend. Over half the lexical items lacking
variance (6 of the 11), were from less certain sources. These six can be seen in Table 14, along
with their proposed source. Of these six terms, two are certainly from Old French. The remaining
four are uncertain. In previous sections, a likely source for four of the lexical items, specifically
the terms for buzzard and deer, were derived from the local Native American languages.
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However, this does not explain the consistency of the remaining set of lexical items across
both dialects. Cajun French and Mississippi Gulf Coast French had minimal contact, and in
regards to ‘fertilizer’. It is highly unlikely that both dialects spontaneously developed the same
lexical item independently of each other. Some possible sources for these words are St.
Domingue Creole, as both dialects had some contact with those speakers, however minimally. It
is possible that the term fumier ‘fertilizer’ was an Old French that may have carried over to
Cajun French and Mississippi Gulf Coast French prior to being replaced in Pedagogical French.
The final possibility is that the term was adopted from the local Native American languages,
which seems plausible for at least one of the lexical items. As agriculture varies greatly between
regions, French settlers would learn the local agricultural practices from their indigenous
neighbors, including methods of fertilization.

Table 14: Non-Variants with Less Certain Origins
Mississippi Gulf Coast French

Cajun French

English

Speculated Source

/k'a' bri-/

cabri

goat

Old French

/fy'mjɛ-r/

fumier

fertilizer

uncertain

/ʃə'vrœ i̯ /

chevreuil

deer

Native American language

/ˌkaroˈklo/

carencro

buzzard

Native American language

/su'je/

soulier

shoes

Old French

/l'as/

lasse

tired

Old French

Another consistency is that all three loan words from English found in Cajun French did
not display variance with their Mississippi Gulf Coast French counterparts. This is logical as
both dialects borrowed from the same language for the same reason. All three terms listed in
Table 15 were taken from English due to the lack of an alternative term for technology
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developed after their split from Pedagogical French. As such, variance would be more surprising
in these lexical items than the lack thereof.

Table 15: Loan Words from English that Do Not Vary Across Dialects
English

Mississippi Gulf Coast French

Cajun French

Car

/kah/, /,ɔʷdəmo'biᵊl/

char, auto

Gas

/kˡase ˤi ja/

gaz, gasoline

Stove

/stəʊv/

stove

The remaining two pairs of lexical items are variants of French. While they have parallel
forms that are consistent, they also have alternative forms that do display variance. Both forms
are listed in Table 16. In the case of the ‘mow the lawn’ set, this consistency can probably
attributed to a similar phenomenon as the lack of variance within the English loan words:
mowing a lawn as a term did not develop until after 1803. As such, both Mississippi Gulf Coast
French and Cajun French modified words already present in their lexicon to apply to the new
concept. In the case of the consistent use of garçon to mean ‘son’, it becomes a bit more difficult
to track. While both languages do use garçon, neither uses it as the primary term. Instead, Cajun
French uses the Pedagogical French fils, while Mississippi Gulf Coast French uses /mõ bõ 'nõm/.
These two terms are not related.

Table 16: Pedagogical French Variants that Do Not Vary Across Dialects
English

Mississippi Gulf Coast French

Cajun French

Mow the Lawn

/k'uˈp^le̯ i l æ-rb/

faucher or couper

Son

/mõ bõ 'nõm/, /mõ gæsõ/

fils, garçon
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5.3.2. Lexical Items that Display Variation Across Dialects
Nineteen lexical items displayed variance across both dialects. As was the case with the
lexical items that did not vary, there does not appear to be a particular pattern as to which lexical
items were inconsistent, nor were there any trends as to where variance was displayed, unlike
those that did not vary. Lexical items that varied between Mississippi Gulf Coast French and
Cajun French are listed in Table 17. As there is no pattern to the variation, this section will focus
more on individual sets of lexical items as opposed to larger groups as in previous sections.
The variants of ‘cabbage’ and ‘greens’ are one such group. While the Cajun French lexical
item chou refers to cabbage as a specific vegetable, as opposed to its use in Mississippi Gulf
Coast French, where /ʃɯ/ refers to green leafy vegetables in general. This difference seems rather
unusual. Cajun French reflects the Pedagogical French. That Mississippi Gulf Coast French
retains the word in its lexicon indicates that it was probably used in the same manner at some
point in time. The reason for its shift from the specific to the general is uncertain. The shift may
have occurred due to the encroachment of English into Mississippi Gulf Coast French in its later
years. As Mississippi Gulf Coast French speakers began to use /kæ bɪdʒ/ as opposed to the more
consistent /ʃɯ/, the latter found itself shifted into the general definition, probably as a means of
replacing legumes verts.
Another interesting variation is that between /pla a ve'sɛl/ and bassin à vaisselle. These two
terms are similar, varying only in the first word of the compound. This difference reflects the
proximity of both dialects to Pedagogical French. While Cajun French uses bassin, the term in
Pedagogical French, Mississippi Gulf Coast French uses /pla/, which does not reflect the
Pedagogical French term. The cause of this variation cannot be determined.
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Table 17: Lexical Items that Display Variation between Dialects
English

Mississippi Gulf Coast French

Cajun French

Back

/bæk/

not found

Cabbage

/kæ bɪdʒ/

chou

Church

/la' me-s/

église

Cloud

/æ grɛ/̃

nuage

Cloudy

/kla-di/

couvert

Dishpan

/pla a ve'sɛl/

bassin à vaisselle

Frog

/kraˑpo/

grenouille

Greens

/ʃɯ/

legumes verts

His chest

/sõ tʃes/

son poitrine

Little boy

/lə tʃi' bug̥ /

petit garçon

Near, around

/ə'ran/

près, à l’entour

Neighbor

/frĩɪñ /

voisin

Pan

/ɛˑ̃ 'pla-̃/

basin

Person

/mõd/

personne

Pot

/ɛñ ʃogæˑə/

pot, chaudière

Rag

/ɛ̃ lɛʒ̃ /

haillon, chiffon

Under

/dwar/

sous

Wash the clothes

/la-ve dy 'lɛʒ̃ /

faire une lavage,
blancher

The distinction between bassin à vaisselle and /pla a ve'sɛl/ is indicative of the source of
many of the differences between the two dialects. Mississippi Gulf Coast French, while still very
definitely a dialect of French, has been heavily influenced by English. Cajun French has not been
influenced by English to the same degree, retaining a greater portion of the Pedagogical French
lexicon. The question then becomes why is this the case when both dialects split from
Pedagogical French at approximately the same time.
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Part of this is due to the amount of outside influence. While Cajun French was isolated in
the bayous of Louisiana, where English speakers did not immediately settle, Mississippi Gulf
Coast French did not experience the same degree of isolation. Unlike the bayous of Louisiana,
English-speaking settlers moved to the Mississippi Gulf Coast almost immediately after the
Louisiana Purchase was signed. This means that although individual communities still spoke
French, there was a higher degree of awareness of English in the Mississippi communities than
in their Louisiana counterparts.
Another significant point is the stage of language death. The only recordings of
Mississippi Gulf Coast French were collected in the late 1990s, when it was on stage 8b of the
EGIDS scale. All of the remaining speakers were elderly, and all were bilingual. None of them
used Mississippi Gulf Coast French as their primary language, or with any particular degree of
consistency. As such, there was ample opportunity for English to begin creeping into its lexicon,
either Mississippi Gulf Coast French did not have a respective term, or because over time the
speakers began to use the English term intentionally or otherwise. Cajun French, however, is
only on the 7th or 8a stage of the EGIDS scale, with a larger and more functional community of
speakers, and as a result, English has not made as many inroads into the Cajun French lexicon.
This is why so many lexical items that varied in Mississippi Gulf Coast French from Pedagogical
French did not vary in Cajun French.
Cajun French has been able to resist the lure of English, both through fewer loan words,
but also in terms of direct translation. While Mississippi Gulf Coast French would occasionally
translate an expression from English directly into French in this sampling, Cajun French never
really does so, which is a further demonstration of the way in which English had begun to creep
into Mississippi Gulf Coast French by the end of its life. As the speakers used Mississippi Gulf
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Coast French less, they began to abandon certain expressions and began translating the
corresponding English expression into French as a means of substitution for the unused phrases.
As English never made quite the same inroads into Cajun French, this substitution has not
occurred.
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION

The three dialects investigated in this thesis demonstrated significant similarity.
Pronunciation variation aside, the lexicons of Mississippi Gulf Coast French and Cajun French
were predominantly taken from Pedagogical French. The two dialects of French along the Gulf
Coast also demonstrated similarity in lexicon outside of Pedagogical French, most prominently
in the areas of loan words to describe technology developed after the Louisiana Purchase and
lexical items from uncertain origins.
The similarity of several of those lexical items can be traced back to one of two sources.
The first potential source is Old French terminology that is no longer used in Pedagogical
French, as is the case of cabri goat or soulier ‘shoe’. Alternatively, terms primarily of local
animal names, such as carencro ‘buzzard’, or agricultural terms, such as fumier ‘fertilizer’, may
have been taken from Native American language already in the area.
However, there was more variation between the two Gulf Coast dialects than there was
similarity. Much of this can be traced back to each dialect’s vitality status on the EGIDS scale.
While Cajun French is still used (stage 7 or 8a), although to a lesser degree within the
community, Mississippi Gulf Coast French is extinct (stage 10) and at the time of the interviews
was moribund (stage 8b). Cajun French has been spoken with far more frequency within the
community than Mississippi Gulf Coast French ever was. While the former is spoken openly,
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although typically by older speakers, Mississippi Gulf Coast French was not used freely in final
years. This lack allowed for a significant encroachment of English lexicon and phrase patterning
into Mississippi Gulf Coast French in its final years, aided by the bilingual status of its last
speakers.
The most significant problem posed by this study was the inability to conduct face-toface interviews with members of the Cajun French community. For future studies, it would be
ideal to have more concrete connections to the Cajun French community as further investigations
of French in the United States would benefit both dialect studies and French language studies.
A secondary difficulty is the relatively small sample size of lexical items. While this is
somewhat unalterable due to the inability to collect new interview data for Mississippi Gulf
Coast French, it might be better to investigate lexical items that did not display variance across
the three dialects. This would have the dual benefits of providing a larger sample size, as well as
determining if there is a pattern as to which lexical items did not vary across the dialects.
There are two potential areas for future research on this thesis. One is to go further in
depth with the current comparison between Mississippi Gulf Coast French, extending into
phonetic and grammatical variation as well as lexical. This could also allow for the opportunity
to place greater emphasis on the comparison of Mississippi Gulf Coast French and Cajun French,
possibly without the inclusion of Pedagogical French.
A second potential area of study would be the inclusion of other Gulf Coast dialects of
French in addition to Mississippi Gulf Coast French and Cajun French. Such dialects could
include Louisiana Creole or a dialect of French from the Alabama Gulf Coast. While this would
be more difficult, as any dialect of French that was spoken in Alabama would most likely be in a
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position similar to Mississippi Gulf Coast French. It would therefore be equally difficult to
obtain interview data from such a dialect.
In conclusion, Mississippi Gulf Coast French, Cajun French, and Pedagogical French all
have similar frameworks. Much of the syntax and lexicon of these languages are the same, and
display some degree of similarity in regards to phonology. However, they also display significant
variation. Each dialect has its own phonological characteristics and definite variation within their
lexicons. For the Gulf Coast dialects, this holds true both in regards to Pedagogical French as
well as each other, demonstrating that both dialects are separate and distinct from one another.
The question then becomes why is it important that Cajun French and Mississippi Gulf
Coast French be studied and preserved? The answer goes back to language obsolescence. These
are moribund dialects. Cajun French is struggling, while Mississippi Gulf Coast French is
already extinct. Regional dialects like these have much to offer. They offer linguistic diversity,
and are interesting in and of themselves. They serve as repositories of history, allowing us to
access to parts of history that would otherwise be forgotten. More importantly, they provide a
means of expressing identity and contributing to the entirety of human knowledge that can be
achieved in no other way (Crystal, 2000). Even if it is not possible to keep a language from
dying, as was the case with Mississippi Gulf Coast French, it is possible to preserve what has
been left behind, so that it will not be forgotten. In doing so, its history, identity, and contribution
to humanity will not be lost.
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Education
University of Mississippi─ Bachelor of Arts in French with minors in English, Russian, and
Business Administration
Focus: French literature and linguistics
Sally McDonnell Barksdale Honors College
August 2010-May 2014

Work Experience
University of Mississippi- Graduate Instructor, Intensive English Program
Create lesson plans and syllabus. Teach students the
May 2015-June 2015
contents of those plans and be available to students as
needed. Create, give, and grade tests and assignments.
University of Mississippi- Graduate Instructor of French
Create lesson plans following department prescribed syllabus.
Teach students contents of those plans and manage classroom.
Give and grade department prescribed tests and compositions.
Create and grade assignments as needed.

August 2015- present
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Membership in Phi Kappa Phi

April 2013
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